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The Blame Game: Fingerpointing and Apologies It is interesting in the aftermath of the crisis to correlate red ink and failed performance with apologies and admissions of culpability from those in a position of power, influence, and responsibility. In other words, it's interesting to see who does and doesn't feel accountable for the annihilation of so much wealth. In the past chapters I've mentioned all the different groups that contributed to the screwup -the question is, how many have actually owned up to it? Based on my admittedly unscientific review, there seems to be an entire spectrum that ranges from "genuine mea culpa" to "mistakes were made" to "not my fault." But before I get into the specifics, let me set the stage by first looking at how of some of the global political leaders reacted to the crisis.
The global leaders speak ... So, who did the world's leaders think was responsible for this crisis? Not surprisingly, there's a pretty strong consensus that the US was (is) solely to blame; only in a few cases did some of the world's leaders also acknowledge their own national mistakes. 9 So, I guess a bunch of salespeople from Goldman and JP and Merrill went over to IKB and Sachsen LB and the other "yield chasers" and forced them to buy AAA subprime mortgage bonds? I don't think so. [N.B. Steinbrueck: check out Deutsche's or Commerz/Dresdner's US operations -they've been quite significant for the past decade, they've been every bit as involved in the same financial alchemy, and they've been paying the same bonuses as the other American big boys.] Furthermore, Steinbrueck said, "The world will never be the same as it was before the crisis. The US will lose its
